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YEAR IN
REVIEW

ONTARIO HAS

11000+

1200+

2000+

PARAMEDICS

COMMUNICATIONS
OFFICERS

SUPPORT
STAFF

1.75 million

emergency calls handled every year

Ontario's highly trained paramedics have also stepped up to work in multiple contexts
of health care throughout the pandemic:
• Long Term Care settings (other provinces utilized the Canadian Armed Forces)
• Community Paramedics (providing hospital-level treatments in private residences)
• COVID swabbing and COVID vaccine teams
• Operation Remote Immunity (vaccinating communities in the far north)
• Emergency Departments (due to staffing shortages in hospitals)
Paramedics are very proud to be part of a team-Ontario approach, offering seamless
service to 14.8 million residents, in 444 communities.
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PARAMEDIC SERVICES WEEK

Ontario Paramedic Association
I want to extend warm greetings to all of our paramedics and their support
staff across Ontario, the Ontario Paramedic Association and everyone
celebrating Paramedic Services Week.
I know this has been a difficult year for everyone, especially for
those working in the frontlines of the pandemic. You are often the first
point of contact during an emergency, but your passion, dedication and
commitment help assure Ontarians, protect our communities and save lives.
I want to thank each and everyone one of you for the all the
incredible work you do. You have gone above and beyond
to help others and the communities you serve.
You're all absolute all-stars and champions of the true Ontario Spirit. Have
a great celebration!

Doug Ford
Premier

O PA E X E C U T I V E
The Executive are elected and responsible for overseeing the operations of the Ontario Paramedic
Association as well as ensuring we follow our mandate of advocating for patients and promoting paramedicine.

DARRYL WILTON

WALTER TAVARES

KATHERINE HAMBLETON

STEVE ANNETT

MARY OSINGA

CARBON

Vice-President

Director of Education

ROBERT KENNEDY

SCOTT STEPHENS

President

Secretary-Treasurer

Director of Research

Director of Membership Services

Medical Service Dog

Director of Conferences
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INSURANCE PROGRAM
DESIGNED FOR
ONTARIO PARAMEDICS
Protect yourself and your patients. This program provides medical
malpractice insurance which responds to third-party claims of negligence
on your part -whether actual or alleged -during the course of your work
as a Paramedic.

This program offers different coverage than
your existing Paramedic Legal Protection (LEI)
program and includes the following benefits:
• Professional Liability/ Medical Malpractice
Insurance
• Coverage follows the paramedic while
working for their employer and outside of
their employment if they are acting within
the approved scope of practice (Good
Samaritan Act)
• $0 Deductible & $5,000,000 per claim
• Legal services hotline available to all policy
holders and is unlimited
• $69 per year
• Policy runs on an annual renewal date of
January 1

In addition to regular paramedic practice this
program also provides coverage for
paramedics working in the following
additional contexts of healthcare:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Long Term Care
Community Paramedics
COVID swabbing & vaccines
Remote Indigenous Locations
Hospital settings
Special Operations Paramedics
Clinical Settings
All 9-1-1 calls

KEEP YOURSELF AND YOUR PATIENTS SAFE, GET PROTECTED TODAY
Paramedics@lloydsadd.com
1-800-665-5243

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
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COVID-19 Vaccine Rollout for

ONTARIO PARAMEDICS

By the time we were nearing the end of 2020,

Ontario Paramedics further enabled us to be

paramedics had become aware that although

more available where people needed reliable

new vaccines were on the way, we were

access to emergency health care. Keep in mind

inadvertently left off the phase one priority list.

that throughout the pandemic, paramedics had

The

stepped up to work in many new contexts of

Ontario

Paramedic

Association

(OPA)

successfully submitted formal requests to the

health care:

Government of Ontario and the COVID-19 Task
Force to prioritize paramedics in the vaccine
rollout with a strategic focus on Community
Paramedics receiving the vaccine first.

1) Long Term Care (other provinces utilized the
Canadian Armed Forces)
2) Community Paramedics (providing
hospital-level treatments in private

At that point in time, Community Paramedics

residences)

already had an instrumental role at COVID

3) COVID swabbing and vaccine teams

swabbing sites and continued to play an

4) Operation Remote Immunity (vaccinating

important part in the administration of the
COVID

vaccine.

Therefore,

the

OPA

asked

government to specifically prioritize Community

communities in the far north)
5) Emergency Departments (due to staffing
shortages in hospitals)

Paramedics who were uniquely positioned to
vaccinate vulnerable populations who were most

Ontarians already trusted that a paramedic will

at risk of “contracting and communicating

respond whenever they experience a 9-1-1

COVID-19”.

medical emergency. Regardless of the hardships
Ontario

“

Paramedics

had

faced

throughout

The OPA understood the ethical framework for

COVID-19, we always reliably and safely treated

COVID-19 vaccine distribution was important, and

patients while paramedics committed to being

based on these principles, early vaccination of all

there for our communities.

We strongly encouraged the Ontario Government to
bump-up Ontario Paramedics to Phase 1 of the vaccine
rollout. Any paramedics being considered to give the
vaccine, should first get the vaccine.
— OPA PRESIDENT DARRYL WILTON

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
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COVID CROSSWORD
ACR OS S

DOW N

2.

Restricting the movements of people 		
who were exposed to a disease to see 		
if they become sick

4.

An object that may be contaminated with
infectious organisms

9.

Putting physical distance between yourself
and others

12.

Worn over the mouth and nose to prevent
inhalation of noxious substances

13.

Common covid symptom

15.

Power air purifying respirator

16.

Temporary rise in body temperature

18.

Vaccine manufacturer

19.

A security measure preventing people from
freely entering, leaving or moving around
an area due to danger

21.

Keeping people with confirmed infection 		
separated from people who are not sick

23.

A series of questions about your health 		
and recent history to determine risk 		
or possible infection

27.

Inflammation of the heart muscle

28.

Where the who is located

30.

How teaching was done during lockdown

31.

Producing or capable of producing 		
infection

32.

Transmissible by direct or indirect contact
with an infected person

33.

A sudden rise in the incidence of a disease

34.

Vaccine manufacturer

( A N S W E R S :
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1.

When a disease is normally found in
a population

3.

Chief public health officer of canada

5.

Your body’s ability to fight infection

6.

A person who can infect an unusually
large number of people

7.

The first animal to have covid

8.

A substance used to stimulate the 		
production of antibodies and provide 		
immunity

10.

Covid is this type of virus

11.

A carrier of an illness that does not show 		
symptoms

14.

An epidemic spread over multiple countries
or continents

17.

A disease outbreak that spreads quickly 		
and affects many people at once

20.

A form of disease transmission involving 		
a spray containing large particles 		
suspended in air

22.

How many feet is proper social distancing

24.

Vaccine manufacturer

25.

How to test for covid

26.

Ontario chief medical officer

29.

Third dose of the covid vaccine

PAG E

6 0)
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OPA Wellness Committee

COVID SUPPORT
When COVID hit Ontario and the province declared a State of
Emergency on March 17, 2020, the business community was immediately
directed to screen everyone, restrict hours, limit numbers, ensure
customers physically distanced, provide hand sanitizer to all customers
and ensure everyone was wearing a mask.
The entire community endured long line-ups to get into stores, supply
shortages, staff outbreaks, shut-downs, severe PPE shortages and there
weren’t many businesses out there catering to emergency workers who
were coming off very long shifts.
The OPA Wellness Committee kicked it into gear and began establishing
programs and deals with local Business Improvement Associations,
Chambers of Commerce and 24-hour facilities such as restaurants and
hotels (for paramedics who needed to isolate from families).

18
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The OPA would like to thank the hundreds of
businesses and franchise owners across Ontario who
stepped up to provide priority service and discounts
to paramedics and their families as we all battled
COVID on the frontlines.

Paramedic

MEMORIAL BELL
The Paramedic Memorial Bell was built and donated by retired
Ottawa Paramedic Mike Dunlop in 2015. This beautiful bell sits atop a
wooden base that displays the names and province of each Canadian
paramedic, both civilian and military, whom have given the ultimate
sacrifice while serving their community. The Paramedic Memorial Bell
is a mobile monument that is tolled in honour of each name that is
read aloud. As a tradition, the bell is then tolled one additional time to
bring awareness to those still suffering in silence, including those who
lost the battle to mental illness.

20
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For 7 years prior to the pandemic, the Paramedic

The devastating impact of a global pandemic

Memorial Bell accompanied paramedic cyclists

may have put most of the world on pause, but it

from Toronto to Ottawa on a 525km, 4 day journey,

was not going to stop paramedics from honouring

ending at Parliament Hill. However, when COVID

and respecting the brothers and sisters who were

started, even though the Paramedic Ride was

lost in the line of duty. The journey of the

suspended, the Paramedic Memorial Bell continued

Paramedic

on an incredibly remarkable journey in honour of

incredible moment in the history of paramedicine

our fallen. From April 2020 to January 2021, a team

and has amounted to a testament in teamwork

of dedicated paramedics were able to choreograph

and an accomplishment that paramedics across

the movement of the Paramedic Memorial Bell

Ontario will be able to cherish for a lifetime. This

through each and every paramedic service in

entire journey had been captured with amazing

Ontario. With the help of the flight paramedics and

photos and video footage which were compiled

pilots at Ornge, the Paramedic Memorial Bell was

into a beautiful short YouTube movie by Peel

even able to make it through the far north. Leaders

Region Paramedic Paul Carson.

Memorial

Bell

has

become

an

across Ontario stepped up and volunteered to
escort the Paramedic Memorial Bell through their

Trevor Lee

region as paramedics were invited to honour and

Paramedic Memorial Bell Organizing Committee

respect our fallen. Paramedics participated in bike

(A)District Chief (Essex-Windsor EMS)

rides, ceremonies and displays of honour while
hundreds of pictures and videos were taken along

On behalf of the Paramedic Memorial Bell Tour

the way. This incredible journey gave every single

Committee: Paul Carson (Peel Region Paramedic

paramedic across our enormous province an

Service), Dan Contant (Cochrane District EMS),

opportunity to be a part of something special that

Paul Osborn (Lennox and Addington Paramedic

was previously attended predominately by cyclists.

Service), Norm Robillard (Ottawa Paramedic

As the Paramedic Memorial Bell moved along, each

Service), Gregor Thimmig (Niagara EMS) and

paramedic service added their uniform patch to

Trevor Lee (Essex-Windsor EMS).

the OPA’s cargo case that was specially designed to
protect such a precious and prestigious monument.

WATCH THE YOUTUBE MOVIE

OPA YEAR I N R EVI EW
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OPA Wellness Committee

WORKING GROUP
With a focus on the healthy professional, the OPA Wellness
Committee established a working group to empower paramedics in
building and maintaining a wellness continuum.
Joining our team is Jason Bull (PCP), Andreanne Roy (ACP), David
Wolff (PCP retd.), and Antonella Finaterri (Occupational Therapist).
Their experience, insight and desire to support the paramedic
community is a valuable addition to our Wellness Committee and
we look forward to being able to better serve our membership
and profession.

24
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OPA Wellness Committee

NETWORK ON AVAIL
is

Helping you identify the areas in your life where

committed to helping you improve your overall

you thrive and those which are dragging you

health and wellness. Part of this commitment is to

down; with regular, repeated use of Avail, you will

provide you with pragmatic and easily accessible

receive personalized and relevant information,

tools to help you achieve your wellness goals. As

tools, and you will learn techniques to change

such, the Wellness Committee is proud to be

your thinking and behaviour to become more

collaborating with Avail, a proactive, mobile,

energized,

health and wellbeing program to support you on

comprehensive library of well-being articles,

your path to wellness.

videos, quick tips and guided learning.

The

OPA

Wellness

Committee

(OPAWC)

optimistic

and

resilient

with

a

If you are interested in enhancing your wellness continuum by joining our
network, please contact Wellness@OntarioParamedic.ca

We invite all paramedics,
communications officers
and support staff in
Ontario to join our Avail
network.

OPA YEAR I N R EVI EW
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#WellnessWednesday

OPA Wellness Committee

WELLNESS WEDNESDAY SERIES
The OPA Wellness Committee developed a Wellness Wednesday series to
communicate and promote various aspects of the wellness continuum
including areas such as movement, mindset, rest, and nutrition. Our goal
is to provide access to practical tools you can use.
Follow our series on our Facebook and Instagram pages.

26
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Peer Support
Peer support programs work by offering
people support, encouragement, and hope
that recovery is possible. Peer support
considers the wellness of the whole person
and focuses on health and recovery rather
than illness and disability, in order to assist
people in finding their own path to
recovery.
There is no "one-size-fits-all" approach to
peer support. It can take many different
forms and be offered wherever people need
it, whether in peer-run organizations,
workplaces, schools, or healthcare settings.
Peer support is intended to complement
traditional clinical care and vice versa.
Different types of peer support
The various types of peer support fall along
a spectrum ranging from informal support
to formal peer support within a structured
organizational setting. “Informal peer
support” occurs when acquaintances notice
the similarity of their lived experience and
listen to and support each other.
Peer support within a structured clinical
setting can involve programs where peer
support workers offer the opportunity for a
supportive, empowering relationship. The
values, principles of practice, and skills of
peer support workers apply to all types of
peer support and all types of organizations
that offer it.
Source: Mental Health Commission of Canada

Coping with Stress
and Anxiety
Coping strategies and personal assessment tools help you manage
your stress and anxiety as we adapt to a new normal.
As COVID-19 restrictions begin to loosen in Canada and around the
world, many are grappling to adjust to new norms for return to work
and day-to-day life. At the same time, communities are coping with
tremendous loss, grief, and trauma, while facing an uncertain future.
It’s normal to feel concerned about what’s next and it’s important to
continue using the strategies and tools you’ve relied on to support
yourself and your family in this challenging time.
Here are some ideas that might be helpful. Some might apply to you
and some might not – or they may need to be adapted to suit you
personally, your personality, where and with whom you live, or your
culture. Please be creative and experiment with these ideas and
strategies.
Accept that some anxiety
and fear is normal
Seek credible information
Find a balance: Stay tuned in,
but know when to take a breather
Bring an intentional
mindset to unplugging
Deal with problems in
a structured way
Remember that you are resilient
and be careful with the "What ifs"
Challenge worries and
anxious thoughts

Decrease other stress
Practice relaxation
and meditation
Seek support
Be kind to yourself
Eat healthily
Avoid substance use – including
smoking, vaping and alcohol
Moderate caffeine intake
Get proper rest and sleep
Stay active

Source: Centre for Addictions and Mental Health

Adverse Childhood Experiences
Adverse childhood experiences (ACE’s) are potentially
traumatic events that occur in childhood (0-17 years).
Examples include:

Also included are aspects of the child’s environment
that can undermine their sense of safety, stability, and
bonding such as growing up in a household with:

- experiencing violence
- witnessing violence in the home or community
- abuse, or neglect
- having a family member attempt or die by suicide

- substance misuse
- mental health problems
- instability due to parental separation or household
members being in jail or prison

ACEs are linked to chronic health problems, mental illness, and substance misuse in adulthood. ACEs can also
negatively impact education and job opportunities. However, ACEs can be prevented.
Source: Centre for Disease Control and Kaiser Permanente

2021 Paramedic Services Week

Colouring Contest

Paramedic Services Week is a week-long celebration of and for paramedics
across Canada. The theme for 2021 was 'Paramedic as Educator - Citizen
Ready'.
Recognizing the important work that Ontario Paramedics have displayed,
the OPA called on artists between the ages of 4 through 13 to spread some
cheer and gratitude for Paramedics by submitting their picture with a

R

COLOU

R

AGES 7-9

AGES 10-13

Winner:

Winner:

Winner:

ISLA DELARGE

28
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message of thanks in recognition of Paramedic Services Week.

3

Congratulations to all
the participants!
OPA YEAR I N R EVI EW
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OPA Social Media

over

15,000

people reached

HIGHLIGHTS

REACH:

16,364

SHARES: 14
6
#ParamedicServicesWeek2021
#CPR
#CitizenReady

HEST REA

#

1

C

10,000

IG

H

H

SHARES: 31
COMMENTS: 1
40

people reached

10,930

REACH:

over

10,0 0+
0

10,879

REACH:

SHARES: 15
9

IG

HEST REA
C

#

2

10,0 0+
0

H

H

#ParamedicServicesWeek
#CitizenReady
#PSW2021
#OpioidOverdose

over

250,000

reached

Ontario Paramedic Association
Dec 30, 2021

Paramedic resources are precious and need to be available for life
threatening emergencies. If the medical issue is minor:
your family doctor
✅ see
see
✅ checkyourwithpharmacist
public health
✅ go to a walk-in
or urgent care clinic
✅

Paramedics need
to be available for
life threatening
emergencies such as:
> anaphylaxis
cardiac arrest
> complex births
> critical injuries
> heart attacks
> mental Health Crisis
> seizures
> severe blood loss
> shootings & stabbings
> strokes
> trapped patients
> unconscious

IF THE MEDICAL ISSUE IS MINOR:
>
>
>
>

22
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see your family doctor
see your pharmacist
check with Public Health
go to a walk-in or Urgent Care clinic

REACH:

256,214

COMMENTS: 54
SHARES: 384
596

OPA YEAR I N R EVI EW
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Ready to start

YO U R O W N C H A P T E R ?

PRESIDENT
Yours Truly

Q U I C K S TA R T
The OPA has a “Chapter in a Box” system ready to help! You only need 12

paramedics to start and we’ll get you up and running in no time.

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

|
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Commissioner Thomas Carrique (OPP), Honourable Sylvia Jones (Solicitor General), Honourable Doug Ford (Ontario Premier),
Honourable Christine Elliott (Minister of Health), President Darryl Wilton (OPA)

PTSD Assessment and

TREATMENT CENTRE
The OPA has been working with allied partners to create a new fully
funded provincial PTSD assessment & treatment facility for all
emergency responders.
Runnymede Healthcare Centre will be launching Canada's first
treatment centre for first responders suffering from PTSI. The region of
Peel has donated a $52M plot of land in Caledon to make this a reality.
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Honourable Doug Ford (Ontario Premier) and President Darryl Wilton (OPA)

Chief Matthew Pegg (Toronto Fire), President Mark Baxter (PAO),
Honourable Christine Elliott (Minister of Health),
Honourable Doug Ford (Ontario Premier),
Honourable Sylvia Jones (Solicitor General),
President Darryl Wilton (OPA), President Carmen Santoro (OPFFA)

President Mark Baxter (PAO),
President Carmen Santoro (OPFFA),
President Darryl Wilton (OPA)
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ABACUS DATA

SURVEY CONDUCTED
FOR THE OPA

METHODOLOGY

MAY 2021

The survey was conducted with 500 Ontario adults between the dates of
May 7 to May 13, 2021. A random sample of panelists were invited to complete
the survey from a set of partner panels based on the Lucid exchange
platform. These partners are typically double opt-in survey panels, blended
to manage out potential skews in the data from a single source.
The margin of error for a comparable probability-based random sample of
the same size is +/- 4.3%, 19 times out of 20.
The data were weighted according to census data to ensure that the sample
matched Canada’s population according to age, gender, educational
attainment, and region. Totals may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

38
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If the provincial government moved ahead and allowed paramedics to self-regulate their profession, how would you feel?

Thrilled and strongly
support it

22%

Be ok with the decision

60%

Dislike it, but
understand why it was
being done

13%

Be angry, and strongly
oppose the decision

6%

TOP ISSUES

COMMUNITY
PARAMEDICINE

PARAMEDIC
SELF-REGULATION

THERE IS LITTLE
RESISTENCE TO
ALLOWING
PARAMEDICS TO
SELF-REGULATE

68332573$5$0(',&6(/)5(*8/$7,21

Only 12% of the
population knows
what Community
Paramedicine is.
Paramedics have
more work to do if we
want to ensure the
public understands
how we are
contributing with
innovative programs
such as Community
Paramedicine.

MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES FACING CANADA TODAY
THOSE WHO ARE ONTARIANS
Healthcare

38%

The economy

27%

The environment

12%

Poverty and homelessness

10%

Crime

3%

Pensions

3%

Moral issues like abortion, same-… 2%
Education

Defence and security

2%
1%

National unity 1%
Relations with the U S

1%

Trade 1%

The most important
issue facing
Canadians is
healthcare and
paramedics are very
high profile right now
because we have
been front and centre
throughout COVID

ONTARIO PARAMEDICS ESSENTIAL SERVICE

$/0267(9(5<21(7+,1.63$5$0(',&6$5($1
(66(17,$/6(59,&(,17+(,5&20081,7<

93% think paramedics
are CONCEPTUALLY an
essential service in their
community

Do you consider paramedics to be an essential service in your community?

2%5%

Yes

No

Unsure
93%

$5(3$5$0(',&6&216,'(5('$1
(66(17,$/6(59,&(,1217$5,2"

62% think paramedics
are LEGALLY an
essential service in
their community

Yes

28%

No
62%

10%

Unsure

$16:(5/(*$//<3$5$0(',&6$5(127(66(17,$/

+2:6833257,9($5(217$5,$16,1&/$66,)<,1*
3$5$0(',&6$6$1(66(17,$/6(59,&(
Strongly support

61%

Support
Oppose
Strongly oppose
Unsure

30%
3%
0%
,Q2QWDULRLIDSURIHVVLRQLVFRQVLGHUHGDQHVVHQWLDOVHUYLFHLWFDQQRWJRRQ
VWULNHDQGHPSOR\HUVFDQQRWORFNWKHPRXWRIWKHLUZRUNSODFH1XUVHVDQG
GRFWRUVZKRZRUNLQKRVSLWDOVDUHFRQVLGHUHGHVVHQWLDOVHUYLFHV3ROLFHDQG)LUH
DUHHVVHQWLDO7UDQVLWDQGJDUEDJHDUHHVVHQWLDO:RXOG\RXVXSSRUWRURSSRVH
SDUDPHGLFVLQ2QWDULREHLQJFODVVLILHGDVDQHVVHQWLDOVHUYLFH"

6%

40
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91% SUPPORT
MAKING
PARAMEDICS AN
ESSENTIAL SERVICE
IN ONTARIO

HOW PARAMEDICS ARE VIEWED BY ONTARIANS

+2:3$5$0(',&69,(:(',1217$5,2
Paramedics are highly
educated and specially trained
professional health care
providers
Paramedics can play a larger
role in delivering health care to
Canadians
I would be comfortable with
paramedics regulating their
own profession like nurses and
physicians
Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

49%

37%

41%

11%

37%

33%

15%

38%

Neither agree nor disagree

20%

Somewhat disagree

2%
1%
0%

3%1%
2%

4%2%3%

Strongly disagree

86% KNOW
PARAMEDICS ARE
HIGHLY EDUCATED
AND SPECIALLY
TRAINED
PROFESSIONAL
HEALTH CARE
PROVIDERS

Unsure

&203$5$7,9(75867)25217+(63270(',&$/
'(&,6,216 6&25(21$6&$/(2)72

THOSE WHO ARE ONTARIANS

'RFWRUV

2% 9%

81% of Ontarians
think paramedics are
qualified to make
on-the-spot medical
decisions

89%

3DUDPHGLFV

%

1%

81%

1XUVHV

%

1%

81%

0 to 3

4 to 6

7 to 10

,03$&72)3$5$0(',&6,1',9(56(0(',&$/,1&,'(176

THOSE WHO ARE ONTARIANS

Based on what you think, for each of the following types of medical incidents, how much of a difference can a paramedic make in improving the likelihood of a
positive outcome for the patient? Will a paramedic have a major impact, some impact, a minor impact, or no impact on a person affected by...

A heart attack

82%

A stroke

76%

A severe allergic reaction

A seriously broken bone
A major impact

14%

20%

66%

28%

49%
Some impact

40%

A minor impact

3%
1%

1%
3%

5%
1%

9% 2%

Ontarians think
paramedics contribute
to positive outcomes
with regards to:
96%  heart attacks
96%  strokes
94%  anaphylaxis
89%  fractures

No impact

Ontarians see
paramedics as:
39%  emergency
responders
23%  health care
providers
38%  both
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Feed Ontario

CAMPAIGN
As soon as the paramedic pandemic pay was announced, paramedics
knew first hand that many families were out of work and having
difficulty putting food in the cupboards. With increased demand and a
reduction in volunteers, food banks were also beginning to run out of
food and resources. Paramedics heeded the call.
The Ontario Paramedic Association (OPA) established a committee to
search for provincial lean charities that would ensure communities with
the greatest needs were served first. That is when we discovered Feed
Ontario's COVID-19 Emergency Food Box Program that would prioritize
food banks across the province that needed it first. With this program,
every $30 box was leveraged into $100 worth of life-saving food.
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In the end, Ontario Paramedics collectively donated
over $10,000 which was equivalent to 31,579 meals.
THIS DONATION PLAYED AN INTEGRAL ROLE IN GETTING FOOD INTO THE HANDS
OF ONTARIANS WHO NEEDED IT MOST.

The Ontario Government recognized paramedics' efforts on the frontlines
of COVID-19 by offering a pandemic premium and monthly bonus.
Paramedics were clear that their advocacy for recognition as an essential
service was never about the money. The OPA heard from an
overwhelming number of members across Ontario who were eager to
reinvest the generous pandemic pay premium back into communities
that needed it most. Paramedics knew first hand that they could help
strengthen another frontline that was also facing significant challenges.
We were very proud to see so many paramedics step up to support the
#PayBumpChallenge and #BankThePandemicPay and to assist food
banks across Ontario with the resources required to continue being a
vital lifeline for those in need. Many paramedics who were working more
than 100 hours per month were encouraged to donate their $250 per
month lump sum pandemic premium to Feed Ontario.
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KIND WORDS &

COMPLIMENTS

O C T R A N S P O O F F I C E S TA F F

DENIS

To those who still want to help, I ask that if you
do not already make monthly donations to the
and assistance that our charity provides is
instrumental for a quick recovery and eases some

JILL

THE DOBSON FAMILY

We are dropping off these handmade Christmas Cookies as a small token to
thank you for all that you do, especially to those that have to work Christmas
Eve/Day and miss or have to delay their family celebrations.
Thank you again for all that you do. Be safe and enjoy your holiday celebrations
with your families.

THE SMYTH FAMILY

Dear Paramedic Team,
My sisters, mother and I wanted to take a moment to tell you how appreciative
we are of all the help you provided with our dad in his final weeks of life. You
probably don’t think you did all that much, but you were truly a kindness and
comfort for us during a very difficult time. I get the sense that your job is a true
calling. You are all so good at it!
All the best and many, many thanks,
Dawn, Lann, Tracey and Marylin Smyth... & Dick Smyth most of all!

Members of Ontario Paramedics Association

Get a quote today and receive a
$20 gift card of your choice on us!
When you choose The Co-operators Group Auto and Home Insurance for your insurance needs, you’ll enjoy:
> Great savings† when you combine your
Auto and Home insurance

> Our unique Claims Guarantee,
with risk-free advice on submitting claims

> Exceptional coverage and service,
including 24/7 claims

> Easy, secure access to your insurance
anytime with Online Services

Call today for an Auto or Home
insurance quote, and get a $20
gift of your choice on us.
1-800-387-1963
Hurry! This offer is only valid until August 31, 2022. If
Connect with us

you are already insured with The Co-operators,
we appreciate your business.

This group insurance program is only available through our Contact Centre and website.
Home and auto is underwritten by Co-operators General Insurance Company. †Not all products are available in all provinces. Please refer to your policy for applicable coverage limitations and exclusions. Offer valid May 22 to July 11 2022 or while quantities last. Terms and conditions apply. To qualify a new business quote needs to be
completed and registered by speaking with a Licensed Insurance Representative. Online quotes are not eligible. New business is defined by either current clients or prospective clients requesting a quote based on a line of business not currently held with The Co-operators. Co-operators General Insurance Company is committed to
protecting the privacy, confidentiality, accuracy and security of the personal information that we collect, use, retain and disclose in the course of conducting our business. Please visit www.cooperatorsgroupinsurance.ca/en/about-us/privacy-policy for more information. Co-operators® is a registered trademark of The Co-operators Group
Limited. © 2022 Co-operators General Insurance Company www.cooperatorsassurancegroupe.ca / 1-800-387-1963�G0044 HBG680 (11/21)
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Passion
Clinical Excellence
Empathy
Resilience
Confidence

WOMEN IN PARAMEDICINE bring a diverse range
of backgrounds, experience and education to serve
their communities.
Paramedic women now account for almost 40% of our
vocation from Primary Care Paramedics to Chiefs.
Ground-breaking research studies, development of
peer support teams, unique educational programs,
paramedic system enhancements, mentorship
programs and equipment design are just some of the
areas where paramedic women have made an impact.

“

ZOLL Medical Canada

would like to
thank the incredible paramedic women who
provide care in communities across Canada.

The financial institution dedicated
to health professionals
Contact us now
1-877-522-4773, ext: 7006825
www.caissesante.ca
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Canada’s Most Comprehensive
Addiction Treatment
WHAT WE TREAT
Substance

Behavioural

Mental Health

Residential and Outpatient treatment for addiction
and co-occurring mental health disorders.

Recovery. Freedom. Joy.

www.TrafalgarResidence.com
(855) 527-3820

Trafalagar West - Erin, Ontario

Trafalgar East - Gores Landing, Ontario

Trafalgar Outpatient - Toronto, Ontario

Local Heroes Program
For First Responders having difficulty accessing
help, Trafalgar Addiction Treatment Centres is
providing 30-Day intensive residential treatment
spots, AT NO COST.

For complete details and how to apply:
www.TrafalgarResidence.com/LocalHeroes
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ANSWERS
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Soins paramédicaux
Le coeur et les soins cardiaques d’urgence
Être paramédic en temps de pandémie
Viens faire une différence. Deviens,
toi aussi, essentiel en tant que
professionnel de la santé.

2 ans
Programme
Inscris-toi
Atelier interactif en ligne I
Atelier interactif en ligne II

439 UNIVERSITY AVE
(5TH FLOOR)
TORONTO ON M5G 1Y8

1-888-OPA-LINE

MAIL@ONTARIOPARAMEDIC.CA

INSPIRE. INNOVATE. ADVANCE.
ONTARIOPARAMEDIC.CA

